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Technical Specifications

INDEX
Technical Specification
Shortcut keys on keyboard

Anti-ghosting keys

Extra shortcuts

Lighting 

LEDs display modes 

Macro settings 

Reset Macro settings

1. Macros keys

2. Profiles

3. Multimedia controls

4. Light effects 

    bright control

5. Lock windows key

6. WASD/Arrow switch

7. Function key

Type Membrane
Keys 123
Macro keys 6
Backlit color RGB
Connection Gold plated USB
Cable lenght 1,8m 
Dimensions 506,4 x 210,8 x 31,3 mm
Weight 843 g 
Compatibility Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 
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Shortcut keys on keyboard
Anti-ghosting keys
Extra shortcuts
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LEDs display modes 

Macro settings 

Reset Macro settings

Shortcut keys on keyboards

Anti-Ghosting keys

 Lighting

Extra shortcuts

My music

Increases keyboard lighting brightness (0%-35%-80%-100%).
When the limit is reached, all indicator lights will flash threee times.

26 anti-ghost keys
Q, A, Z, W, S, X, E, D, C, R, F, V, T, G,

B, M, Space,    ,    ,   ,   , Tab, Ctrl_L,

Shift_L, Alt_L, Caps 

Reduces keyboard lighting brightness (100%-80%-35%-0%).
When the limit is reached, all indicator lights will flash threee times.

Windows key function lock / unlock

Stop Outlook

Browser

Keys lock

Calculator

Volume +

WASD / Arrows keys exchange

Key repeat rate

Previous song

Volume - Pause/Play

Mute Next song
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LEDs display modes
 ∆ Common lighting settings

 ∆ Light modes

FN+1. RGB WAVE 
 
FN+2. RAINBOW RACING 

 

FN+3. COLORFUL BREATHING  
 
FN+4. 3 COLOR WAVE 
 
FN+5. CONSTANT LIGHTING 

 
FN+6.  7 COLOR COLLECTION 
 
FN+7.  6 ZONE COLOR 

INDEX
Technical Specification

Shortcut keys on keyboard

Anti-ghosting keys

Extra shortcuts

Lighting

LEDs display modes 
∆ Common lighting settings 
∆ Light modes 
∆ Customise 6 ZONE color 

Macro settings 

Reset Macro settings

* The configuration of the backlight color direction, intensity and speed are available in almost all lightning modes

Backlight color by RGB wave effect.

Keycaps backlight intensity changes by alternate gradual 
effect. 
 
Keycaps backlight is breathing. 
 
Keycaps backlight is a 3 color wave. 

Keycaps show a fixed backlight color. Repeat press FN+5 to 
switch between 7 different colors. 

Keycaps iferent colors one after another.
 

continues in next page »

Changes 
transition direction

Increases 
mode speed

Changes 
transition direction

Reduces 
mode speed 
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 ∆ Customise 6 ZONE color (Fn+7)

INDEX
Technical Specification

Shortcut keys on keyboard

Anti-ghosting keys

Extra shortcuts

Lighting

LEDs display modes 
∆ Common lighting settings 

∆ Light modes 
∆ Customise 6 ZONE color 
Macro settings

Reset Macro settings

FN+8. WATER LINE Customize the keyboard colors by zones.
Keycaps illumination is reactive to your pulsation. 

« comes from previous page

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6

Press two times FN + 7, the LED will flash 2 times.

: choose backlight area

: switch each zone color

: adjust brightness
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LEDs display modes 
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Reset Macro settings

 Macro settings

Khaido’s P1-P3 keys can store up to 18 macro keys combinations (6 macro combinations per key)

1. Choose a P1-P3 key and press REC key to record.
 
2. Choose a M1-M6 key to save your new macro combination.

3. Tape the keys combination you want to transform into a macro. Khaido macros can store up to  
     15 characters, supporting both numbers and letters.

4. Press REC to save and press the M1-M6 chosen to confirm record.

 Reset Macro settings

: Press for 2 seconds to delete all macro record.
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EU DIRECTIVES  
           

           Statement of Compliance with European Union Directives
 

Krom declares that this product is in compliance with the essential requirements and other rele-
vant provisions from the following Directives:  2004/30/EC; 2011/65/EC, as applicable. The techni-
cal documentation required by the Conformity Evaluation process is in Krom´s possession and can 
be requested through the email info@kromgaming.com.
  

       Disposal of batteries and electrical or electronic equipment waste
 
The existence of this symbol on the product, batteries or respective packaging, signifies that this 
product and the contained batteries can not be disposed as domestic waste.  
It is the user´s responsibility to deliver this product at a batteries, electrical or electronic recycling 
pick-up point. The pick-up and separate recycling contributes for the preservation of natural re-
sources and suppresses potential negative consequences for the human health and the environ-
ment resultant of inadequate disposal of dangerous substances contained in batteries and electri-
cal or electronic equipment. For additional information regarding batteries, electrical or electronic 
recycling pick-up points, please contact your local municipal services.
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Warranty
 ∆ Who the warranty Protects:

This warranty is valid to the original purchaser only.

 ∆ What the warranty protects:
For your warranty claims, please contact Krom gaming overseas distribution partners in your country. Find the distribution 
partner list at www.kromgaming.com 
 Warranty: 2 years from purchasing date. (Depending on the laws of each country)
 URL: www.kromgaming.com
 E-mail: support@kromgaming.com

 ∆ What the warranty does not cover:
1. Any product, on which the serial number has been defaced, modified or removed.
2. Accident, misuse, neglect, fire, water, lightning, or other acts of nature, unauthorized product modification, or failure to 
    follow instructions supplied with the product.
3. Repair or attempted repair by anyone not authorized by Krom gaming. 
4. Damage to or loss of any programs, data or removable storage media.
5. Software or data loss occurring during repair or replacement.
6. Any damage of the product due to shipment.
7. Removal or installation of the product.
8. External causes, such as electric power fluctuations or failure.
9. Use of supplies or parts not meeting kromgaming´s specifications.
10. Normal wear and tear.
11. Any other cause which does not relate to a product defect.

http://www.kromgaming.com
http://www.kromgaming.com
mailto:support%40kromgaming.com?subject=KROM%20RMA%20%C2%B7%20KaeL%20RGB%20%3D%20


If you have any questions regarding technical problems 
please contact us via our website:

WWW.KROMGAMING.COM

KROM reserves the right for any modifications in text and/or images.

http://www.kromgaming.com
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